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Overview:

Pitch set-up

Below are the two alternative pitch set-ups

Set-up 1
In the first set-up, we have two lines
40 yards out from either goal, marked
through the centre of the pitch and down
both 18-yard boxes. These distances can
be altered to suit the coaches’ specific
requirements.
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I have always sought
out simple visual
solutions when
communicating
ideas and principles
to players.
One really effective
method for coaching
team shape and
pattern has been to
segment our training
pitches. This enables
us to practise
compactness,
pressing, positional
and directional play,
and also improves
understanding of
roles and rotation.
The lines on the pitch
allow us to perform
individual work with
players in their set
position - be that
possession games,
2v1s in wide areas, or
other attack versus
defence set-ups
– after which we
move training onto
a standard pitch to
ensure that what
we’ve practised is
now applied.
While the pitches
provide a valuable
coaching aid that
allow us to work
on any number of
specific elements
of performance,
they only act as a
template, and still
require coaching staff
to apply knowledge
and imagination
to the detail of the
session.
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Set-up 2
In the second set-up, we use lines
12.5 yards apart, though once again,
this set-up can be manipulated as
required by the coach.

The lines on the above illustrations are dotted for illustrative purposes, but should be solid lines in the actual practice.
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Practice 1: 11v9
Defenders need to
defend in advance of
the 40-yard line

The midfield four play
the width of the pitch

Attackers must
play in between
the lines

Attackers must also
retain width at all
times

“We like our
attackers
to retain
width whilst
ensuring
team mates
still occupy
space in the
middle of the
ﬁeld.”

The practice has to
be designed around
what the coach
requires from the
session – an offensive
or a defensive drill,
for instance. It can be
altered to incorporate
a greater or lesser
number of players,
as well as different
formations.
At Everton, we want
to see the movement
of defenders to

be relative to the
movement of the ball.
And we may decide
to play a high back
four, meaning the
defenders need to
defend in advance of
the 40-yard line.
The midfield four may
be asked to play the
width of the box, thus
waiting for the ball to
be passed wide before
they press.
In terms of attacking

play, we generally
look for intelligent
and original attacking
angles and options,
with players
maintaining good
distances between
each other, whilst also
rotating positions and
continually moving
into different zones on
the field.
We like our attackers
to retain width whilst
ensuring team mates

In the 11v9, our players are
aware of how they must act in
each position, with conditions
varied for each type of player

still occupy space in
the middle of the field.
They must also play
in between the lines
of the opposition, with
forwards showing
willingness in making
threatening runs from
deep.
These are just a few
examples of how
the drill may be
manipulated in order
to test the players.
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Practice 2: 11v11

In the 11v11, playing two
different systems enables
players to practise their
strengths and weaknesses in
equal measure

“It’s important
players build
understanding
both with and
without the
ball, as well
as positional
intelligence
during
transitions.”

This practice highlights
our desire to play with
teams in two different
systems – here, it’s 4-42 (yellows) against 4-14-1 (blues). Varying
formations enable us
to test the strengths
and weaknesses of
our own team, building

players’ tactical
knowledge of attacking
and defending
positions.
It’s important players
build understanding
both with and without
the ball, as well as
positional intelligence
during transitions.

The advantages of training with different
formations
Training with two or more different formations
gives you the coaching opportunity to work on
whatever area you specifically wish to:
• Defensive organisation with and without the
ball
• Positional importance in transitioning
• Attacking organisation having players ahead
of the ball providing width and depth
• Interchange of positions when in possession
• Quickly reorganising after losing the ball
www.elitesoccercoaching.net
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Practice 3: Attacking drill

Key
Ball
movement
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movement
Dribble

Here, in an attacking
situation, rotation of positions
is encouraged, with players
moving to replace team mates
in channels

“By practising
in this way
we are
beginning to
form patterns
of play and
movement
patterns for
the players.”

The same pitch set-up
can now be used in
an attacking practice
session. Now, with
the other team in
possession, players
are encouraged to
rotate their positions
and react to the
movement of other
team members by
taking up positions in

different channels on
the pitch.
The various distances
between players
are also a key theme
during this drill,
using the grid lines
as a reference for the
players when deciding
exactly where they
should position.
Again, this pitch set-up

helps the players to
makes us a more fluid
visualise where exactly attacking team.
they are required to be
on the pitch at different
times.
By practising in this
way we are beginning
to form patterns of
play and movement
patterns for the
players. Applied to a
match situation, this
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Practice 4 : Defensive drill
David Moyes
EVERTON
Glasgow-born David
Moyes is third in the
list of English football’s
current longestserving managers,
behind only Sir Alex
Ferguson and Arsène
Wenger. In 2012, he
celebrated 10 years in
charge at Everton,
during which
time he

In the second set-up, the
defensive drill channels help
players gauge movement
across the pitch in following
switches of attacking play

has
made
the Toffees a
consistent and highly
competitive outfit, often
on limited resources
relative to many of
their Premier League
counterparts.
Arriving at Goodison
Park from Preston
North End, Moyes’s
biggest achievements
on Merseyside include
earning the club a
fourth-placed finish
in 2005, and with it,
Champions League
football, as well as an FA
Cup final appearance
in 2009.
This season, the Toffees
have arguably been
more entertaining
than ever, scoring
impressive victories
over Manchester
United and Tottenham
Hotspur, as well
drawing at champions
Manchester City.

This drill is used to
try to help players
understand the
positions they might
encounter when the
ball is transferred
from one side of the
pitch to the other by the
attacking team.
The gridlines provide
the players with a clear

visual aid as to what
is required of them in
varying scenarios.
And using this set-up
allows coaches to
organise and instruct
players into a clear and
structured method
of defending in the
specific shape.

Free session planning
templates
Create your own sessions using David’s pitch
layouts by downloading our free templates
from:
www.elitesoccercoaching.net/downloads
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